of conscience remembered the two sacks and the problem was partly solved. The researchers discovered the manuscript of my book of memoirs. At first, they had no way of knowing who had written it, but when they reached the account of the May Thirtieth massacre, they found my name, and knew that the memoir was by me.
They then began to think of publishing the book. I had already been completely restored to liberty, so they sent someone to Shanghai to ask me if I agreed to their plan. At the same time, they mimeographed several copies of the manuscript under the title Zheng Chaolin's 1945 Memoirs and distributed them as reference material to important organisations concerned with Party history. I have seen only references to this mimeographed edition in articles by experts on Party history, and not the publication itself. I don't know if it is the complete text, or excerpts from the text, or summaries of it.
The publication of the printed version went less smoothly than that of the mimeographed edition. Agreement to publish was reached in 1980, but only in 1986 did the book actually see the light of day. In the meantime, its fortunes fluctuated with the ever-changing political tide. Before 1983, the question was whether or not to send it to the compositor. In 1983, after the final proofs had been read and the text had been made into a plate, the question was whether or not to send it to the printer, and whether or not to send it to the distributor. Only in 1986 did the book finally appear.
At that point, the book was finally delivered from the fate of 'humble prisoner' , but it was certainly not yet an 'honoured guest': it had merely regained its 'civil rights'; I, the author, received my payment at the going rate. The book, published as 'internal reference material' by the Association to Edit and Publish Materials on Contemporary History,1 was unobtainable in the shops. It was what Chinese readers called a 'grey book' . Fewer than ten such 'grey books' have been published. What unites them is that their contents are valuable as reference sources for students of the history of the Communist Party, though their standpoint is quite dissimilar to that of the Party. Needless to say, the standpoints of the books themselves also differ one from the other.
When, in 1980, the publishers asked me for permission to publish, they also asked me if I would agree to cut the chapter titled 'Love and Politics' . In my 1945 'Preface' I had already envisaged cutting this chapter, so I said yes. But I still think it's a pity. In those days, very many of the conflicts and fights among Chinese Communist officials were explicable only in terms of quarrels about love. So without that chapter, they could no longer be explained. Quite apart from this consideration, to cut an entire chapter from a book inevitably creates
